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Murphy’s Law

Things might look a little negative with sluggish consumer confidence and volatile markets but, as
Charlie Aitken points out today, that’s no reason to give up on good value stocks.
He still thinks there are opportunities to be made in discretionary retailers – the good ones of course
like Wesfarmers – not the bad old school ones like Myer.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, we have Tony Featherstone’s ‘Takeover Talk’, he’s added
Australian Agricultural Company and Monash IVF to the list. Geoff Wilson names some companies
leveraged to the US dollar that he likes – CSL and Ansell are just two – and Ron Bewley talks about
why it’s important to have the courage of your convictions when it comes to investing.
And finally in our last My SMSF article, we had one subscriber complain that we didn't give enough
detail. So we challenged him to answer the same questions! Subscriber X might still be anonymous,
but today he shares a lot of useful tips from his 15 years as a trustee.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Murphy’s Law, retail and Wesfarmers
by Charlie Aitken
Key points
We could have seen the top end of the trading
range for the ASX200 and the market may
now consolidate.
The VERY LAST place to look for guidance
for overall Australian retail sales is Myer.
Wesfarmers, owner of Coles and Bunnings, is
the style of retailer you should listen to about
retail sales.

It’s increasingly easy to get the feeling another bout
of currency-led cross asset class volatility is about to
erupt as professional investors position for year end.
The cross currents, in terms of economic data,
commodity prices, currencies and relative global
equity market performance, are strong, and when you
have strong cross currents, you do get volatility.
My observation and gut feel suggests Wall St is
running out of a little puff, Europe looks sloppy, and
the VIX has bottomed. In Australia, it appears clearer
that the rebound from around 5100, where I upgraded
our overall domestic equity strategy back to
“neutral”, has now run its course and we are
re-entering a trading range.

Trading range
Personally, I think we’ve seen the top end of the
trading range for the ASX200 and we now
consolidate, with volatility, inside that trading range
for the next few months. That doesn’t mean I change
my overall “neutral” stance on Australian equities, it
just means I encourage a little more profit taking
when appropriate or rotation from outperformers to
underperformers when justified (i.e. -SUN/+NAB).
I also think where the broader market has rebounded
to has reduced the ability to find value, and I
recommend keeping some powder dry or recycling
bank dividends into some of the new IPOs coming up
before year end, led by Medibank Private.
Either way, my strategy remains to increase the
amount for short-term trading in portfolios to capture
the maximum available capital return inside markets
that will remain range-bound and volatile. I also
strongly encourage you to look at all new IPOs as
IPOs have been a clear source of portfolio alpha this
year.
Below is the last 30 trading days in the ASX200

With the major Australian banks ex-dividend and not
neutralising their DRP’s on market, you will once
again see the ASX200 become macro (top down)
driven. At the bottom-up level the AGM season is
drawing to a close and the next earnings season isn’t
until February. This all goes macro again now.
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I am also increasing my focus on lagging
stocks/sectors where I see a clear catalyst for value
release.

Below is a chart of Australian gross retail sales
(*which are at a record high) vs. Myer’s share price
(yellow line) over the last six years.

Murphy’s Law doesn’t change anything
I have been saying over the last few weeks that the
knife has stuck in the deep value floor in a horribly out
of favour cyclical sector – discretionary retailers – and
that I was quite bullish on Christmas.
Of course, Murphy’s Law suggests I would run into a
sluggish consumer confidence reading and sloppy
sales data from Myer. Let me be very clear, neither of
those events change my view about the value in the
right discretionary retail stocks and the catalyst for
that value release of a strong Christmas trading
period.
The ONLY consumer confidence reading that matters
is one taken around the 15th of December. We need
to remember the true driver of the “wealth effect” is
residential property prices. It’s not the share market,
it’s property prices.

Click here to view larger image
Now let’s look at Australian gross retail sales vs.
Wesfarmers (WES). Wesfarmers, owner of Coles and
Bunnings, is the style of retailer you should listen to
about retail sales. Wesfarmers sales growth is
forecast at +6% in FY15%.

On that basis with Sydney median property prices at
record highs (median detached dwelling price
$1,005,000), and variable interest rates at record
lows, I think it’s fair to believe Australian households,
particularly East Coast ones, are in a position to
splurge a little on themselves this year. The
categories I like are electronics, recreational goods
and even new cars.
I also want to stress that the VERY LAST place to
look for guidance for overall Australian retail sales is
Myer.
Department stores are going the way of the dinosaur.
Myer is a textbook example, where even heavy capex
investment in the stores is seeing no sales growth.
They are investing to stand still. That is a classic sign
of genuine structural headwinds.
Myer reported sales growth of -1% in FY12, +1% in
FY13, and 0% in FY15. After the Q1 hose-down
yesterday, it’s fair to assume FY15 will be another
year of 0% sales growth.

Click here to view larger image
Don’t listen to Myer
The point I am making today, is these Myer Q1 sales
numbers did seem to trigger some knee-jerk selling in
all Australian discretionary retailers yesterday. I
remain of the view that is providing a buying
opportunity in the right ones. I recommend
accumulating JB Hi-Fi (JBH), Super Retail Group
(SUL), RCG (RCG), Automotive Holdings (AHE) and
Westfield Corporation as the global landlord. Myer
(MYR) remains an avoid.
The other top-down reason I like the discretionary
retailers is the collapsing Oil price, which is
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translating to falling petrol prices. The falling oil price
will also play a role in keeping inflation readings low
and therefore interest rates low. The falling oil price is
genuinely good news for anyone who doesn’t
produce it or provide services to the oil industry. It’s
a tax cut for the world and it’s a good thing.
However, when I look at consensus oil price forecasts
for next year ($92.00bbl) it seems the oil price
forecasting community is in denial with their forecasts
getting further and further away from spot ($76.87),
which also means current consensus oil equity
earnings are unreliably high.
You can all see the competition to have the lowest
iron ore price forecast and what has happened to iron
ore equities as consensus earnings have been
downgraded sharply, I am warning you that is coming
to oil and gas stocks early next year when the
investment banks start downgrading 2015 oil price
assumptions.
I am happy to stay parked in Woodside Petroleum
(WPL) as the cheapest, highest fully franked yielding,
best balance sheet and least “oily” Australian energy
stock, but I remain of the view most people are too
complacent about Santos (STO), Origin Energy
(ORG) and OilSearch (OSH), which are already
priced on optimistic forward multiples. They are all
cum consensus downgrades and a better entry point
awaits.
Broadly I think you want to be underweight oil/gas
and overweight the beneficiaries of sustained lower
energy prices.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances
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Takeover talk – service companies next in line
by Tony Featherstone
Key points
Middle-class consumers in Asia-Pacific are
forecast to rise to 3.2 billion in 2030 (from half
a billion in 2009).
Australian and offshore companies will find it
easier to buy smaller companies in the region
than build a presence from scratch.
This will make companies like Australia
Agricultural Company and Monash IVF
targets.

Takeover targets usually fall into two camps:
beaten-up, undervalued or mismanaged stocks, and
those swept up in industry rationalisation. Watch for a
third category to emerge next year: acquisitions of
service companies with a foothold in Asia.
Free-trade agreements with South Korea, Japan and
an imminent deal with China are expanding Asian
markets for Australian business – possibly more than
investors realise. They are also putting a blowtorch
on companies that have been slow to expand in the
region.
Everybody talks about hard and soft commodities as
the “play” on Asian growth. But Australian service
companies in healthcare, aged care, financial
services, professional services, education, and the
internet will be the next wave to benefit.

2009 to 3.2 billion in 2030, according to research
cited in the Australia in the Asian Century white paper
in 2012.
Imagine more Australian companies providing health
and aged care in Asia, or managing superannuation
there, or providing legal and other professional
services to a giant, emerging market of middle-class
consumers.
In spite of this potential, Australian companies,
generally, have taken a cautious approach to Asia.
Yes, there are standouts, such as ANZ Banking
Group. However, the top 50 Australian exporters to
Asia earned a median 20% of their revenue in the
region, according to the BRW Asia 50 list in 2013,
and that was boosted by big mining exporters such as
BHP Billiton.
My hunch is cashed-up Australian and offshore
companies that have low or no presence in Asia, will
find it easier to buy smaller companies in the region
than build a presence from scratch. They don’t have
time, or in many cases, the skill. That is why iProperty
Group and iCar Asia were initially included in this
column, and iBuy Group was added a few months
ago.

The biggest boom of them all

Each company was set up to build a foothold in
South-East Asia that would have strategic value to an
acquirer – a classic start-up entrepreneurship
strategy of beginning with the exit in mind. REA
Group snapped up a 17% stake in iProperty, and
Carsales.com looks the obvious acquirer of iCars.
Both stocks have rallied this year.

Make no mistake: growth in middle-class Asian
consumers in the next 20 years will be the mother of
all booms. Middle-class consumers in Asia-Pacific
(households with daily spending of US$10-US$100)
were estimated to grow from about half a billion in

The share price of the e-commerce group, iBuy, has
almost halved in the past two months. I can’t see any
fundamental reason to warrant such a fall, other than
iBuy being a thinly traded stock prone to the slightest
disappointment. It has operations in six South-East
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Asian countries and 8.2 million email subscribers, and
had $71.2 million gross turnover in the first-half of
2014. iBuy peaked at 70 cents and now trades at 15
cents, well down on 32-cent issue price in last year’s
IPO.
I have been wrong with iBuy so far. Yet I cannot help
thinking its foothold in Asia, the world’s
fastest-growing e-commerce region – a combined
market 21 times larger than Australia – is a valuable
strategic asset for a global or local retailer. So we’ll
stick with iBuy for now and kick ourselves for going
too early on it.
Soft commodities have further to run
Investors latched onto the Asia story through mining
stocks last decade, and more recently through
soft-commodity and processed food exporters. The
so-called “dining boom” still has a long way to run as
billions of Asian middle-class consumers upgrade
their diets in coming decades.
Australian Agricultural Company (AAC) joins the
portfolio this week. The beef cattle breeder is an
obvious beneficiary of rising demand for Australian
meat in Asia, and a potential winner from a free trade
agreement with China that opens cattle export
markets.
Australian Agricultural Company (AAC)

Asia-focused service stocks will be on takeover
radar
Finding ASX-listed service companies with a big
presence in Asia is harder. Many small and mid-cap
Australian companies have favoured expansion in the
United States and United Kingdom over Asia in
recent years. Slater & Gordon’s successful UK foray
is an example.
Domino’s Pizza Enterprises’ entry into the Japanese
market put a rocket under its stock, making its
valuation too rich for this column. But Domino’s
shows the potential as middle-class Asian consumers
rapidly develop Western food tastes.
The vitamins provider, Blackmores, is also making
good inroads in Asia. About 23% of its revenue is
earned offshore, principally in Malaysia and Thailand,
and its complimentary medicine is a neat fit with
Eastern cultures.
After recent price gains, Blackmores is fully valued.
Any takeover bid would require a decent price to
interest founder Marcus Blackmore, who still owns
about 26%. Blackmores is worth watching for Asian
exposure alone.
Travel insurance provider, Cover-More Group, is
another potential winner for growth in Asian
middle-class consumers. As more travel overseas,
demand for travel insurance will rise, and the Chinese
travel insurance market, in particular, looks
underserviced. The long-term dynamic of more baby
boomers in the West, and increasingly the East,
travelling overseas, and needing insurance is
compelling. More brokers seem to be lifting
recommendations on Cover-More, and we will
examine it in greater detail in coming columns.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 13 November 2014
AAC has raced from $1.35 in mid-October to $1.51,
yet looks better value than many agricultural stocks
that have soared in the past two years. A few key
shareholders would want a sharply higher price for
ACC should a suitor emerge, but ACC satisfies this
column’s first condition: identifying good-quality
stocks that are reasonable value, regardless of a
takeover.

Monash IVF Group also has an expanding presence
in Malaysia and China. Monash and Virtus Health
recently noted a slowing of the Australian In Vitro
Fertilisation (IVF) market, making offshore growth a
bigger imperative. As Monash targets South East
Asia, Virtus has ambitions in Ireland and Singapore.
It is far too early to call Monash a play on Asian
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demand for IVF services, given less than 5% of
revenue is earned there. But Malaysia has about a
tenth of the number of IVF cycles of Australia each
year, despite a slightly larger population. Asian
middle-class growth, and more working women
delaying child birth, suggests rising demand for IVF
services, as has been the case in western economies
in the past two decades.
Monash IVF Group (MVF)

up 110%, after positive capital-raising news, followed
by a 27% gain in Nearmap, a 13% lift in Vision Eye
Institute, and a 10% gain in NIB Holdings.
Among other stocks, Ten Network Holdings gained
3%, amid media speculation that several suitors are
circling. It looks a question of when, not if, for the
troubled TV group to fall to a predator, provided the
acquisition price gets Ten’s key shareholders over
the line.
iiNet rose 3%. Vocus Communication’s tilt at Amcom
Telecommunications shows the potential for more
rationalisation among telcos. Automotive Holdings
Group added 2%, and OxForex Group, Onthehouse
Holdings, and iSelect were flat.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 13 November 2014
I add Monash IVF to the portfolio this week, mostly
because it looks undervalued after falling from a peak
of $1.97 to $1.49, and trading below the $1.85 issue
price. Monash has latent strategic value in its
world-class intellectual property and brand, and an
excellent record.
It would not surprise to see a larger healthcare
service company (Primary Health Care, perhaps?)
view Monash IVF as an entry to the fast-growing
Asian IVF market in coming years.
Portfolio update
The portfolio has had mixed results since its latest
publication in September. The median gain was
almost 3%, better than the ASX All Ordinaries
Index’s 2% fall since then. Within the overall
performance was significant volatility in some stocks,
and a few annoying results. Remember that many
small and mid-cap stocks in this column suit
experienced investors who can tolerate higher risk.

Westoz has been dropped from the portfolio: with so
many Listed Investment Companies (LICs) listing on
ASX this year, takeover seems a more remote
possibility. Australia Agricultural Company and
Monash IVF are added.
Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of
BRW and Shares magazines. All prices and analysis
are at November 11. Price calculations are between
September 10 and November 11, and returns do not
account for any dividends paid during this time.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

iBuy was the biggest disappointment, down 46%
since September 10. NRW Holdings and Tiger
Resources fell 28%, Reckon shed 13%, and Westoz
Investment Company lost 12%.
Device maker, Reva Medical Inc, was the standout,
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Stocks to buy now QE3 is over
by Geoff Wilson
Key points
The end of QE3 could mean further volatility
but the US is in a much better shape than
before.
Its end removes a source of upward pressure
on the Aussie dollar, which could fall towards
$0.75.
Companies like Aristocrat Leisure, Ansell and
Brambles will benefit from a lower Aussie
dollar.

After five years of quantitative easing in the US and
after $US4.5 trillion of liquidity entered the market, the
aggressive “pump priming” from America is over.
What does this mean for an investor?
The first thought that comes to my mind is concern.
The extra liquidity that has been pumped into the
system has been forcing up asset prices across the
globe, particularly in the stock market. Since the US
market bottomed on 6 March 2009 at 666, the S&P
500 Index is up over 200%. However it hasn’t been
smooth sailing.
In June 2010, after the first round of quantitative
easing (QE1) finished, the S&P 500 Index fell 15%,
fearing a further slowdown in the economy and a
decline in asset prices. Then, the US Federal
Reserve commenced QE2, which led to further rapid
increases in the equity market. However, when this
stimulus was removed again the market started to
wobble, falling 20%. It remains to be seen how the
market will react following the end of QE3 and
whether the recent falls from mid-September to
mid-October are a sign of things to come. This time,
however, the US economy is undoubtedly in a better

position and global liquidity is continuing to be
pumped into the system by similar quantitative easing
mechanisms from Japan and Europe.
What should I do?
Given the high valuations that have resulted from the
excessive global liquidity, it is prudent that investors
hold higher than average cash levels to take
advantage of opportunities when they arise. The
Australian equity market is not cheap, having risen
over 50% in the last three years, and is trading above
historical valuations. We know from experience that
there are always opportunities in the market. The
Australian dollar should continue to weaken against
the US dollar, as the end of the QE program in the
US removes a source of upward pressure on the
Aussie dollar. I expect it to fall towards $0.75.
Therefore, with a stronger US economy and a
weakened Aussie dollar the best stocks to buy are
those with significant US dollar earnings.
What to buy?
There is always a wide magnitude of factors affecting
the earnings and valuation of a company, so a stock
should not be bought purely on the back of one factor
alone. The stocks below all benefit from a falling
Aussie dollar and an improving US economy, but, as
always, investors should conduct their own research
before purchasing shares in any of the following
companies.
Aristocrat Leisure (ASX: ALL) is a developer,
manufacturer and distributor of gaming machines,
primarily pokie machines. Seventy seven per cent of
Aristocrat Leisure’s revenue comes from outside
Australia and a 10-cent fall in the Aussie dollar would
result in an increase in EPS of 14%. The company
has performed strongly already this calendar year
and is up 41%. Aristocrat is currently trading on a P/E
of 21x with EPS growth of 51%.
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Aristocrat Leisure (ALL)

James Hardie (ASX: JHX) operates in the residential
and commercial building industry. The company
benefits from increasing building starts in the US and
a 10-cent fall in the Aussie dollar equates to a 13%
increase in EPS. The company generates 77% of its
revenue outside Australia and is currently trading on
a P/E of 20x with strong EPS growth of 24%
anticipated in FY15.
James Hardie (JHX)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 13 November 2014
Ansell (ASX: ANN) is a global provider of health and
safety protection solutions and has 96% of its
revenue coming from outside Australia. It trades on
reasonable P/E multiple of 14.5x and a 10-cent fall in
the Aussie dollar would equate to an 11% increase in
earnings per share.
Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 13 November 2014
Ansell (ANN)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 13 November 2014

CSL (ASX: CSL) is a biopharmaceutical company
that develops and manufactures products to treat
human medical conditions such as coagulation
disorders, viral and bacterial diseases and bleeding
diseases. CSL’s share price is up 15% this calendar
year, and it is currently trading on a P/E of 22x with
EPS growth of 18%. It generates 94% of its revenue
outside Australia and a 10c fall in the AUD would lead
to an 11.5% increase in EPS.
CSL (CSL)

Brambles (ASX: BXB) is a supply-chain logistics
company operating in more than 50 countries and
specialises in the pooling of unit-load equipment and
provision of associated services. The company is
trading on a P/E of 19x, has EPS growth of 16% and
a 10-cent fall in the Aussie dollar would lead to an
11% increase in EPS.
Brambles (BXB)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 13 November 2014
Listed Investment Companies managed by Wilson
Asset Management Group are invested in Aristocrat
Leisure and may invest in other Australian equities,
including those mentioned in the article.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 13 November 2014

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Staff Reporter
Commodity forecast downgrades by Citi were the
main reason for the three downgrades this week as
one other resource company – Bluescope – got a
surprise upgrade as at least one broker reviewed its
cautious stance.
In the good books
Morgans upgraded Bluescope Steel (BSL) to
Hold from Reduce. The broker was cautious about
the stock previously, based on how much of the FY14
financial performance was cyclical and how much
was related to ACCC intervention on anti-dumping
issues. In FY15, despite declining spreads, Morgans
finds evidence of cyclical improvement, particularly in
Australia, and this should provide a floor to the share
price.
Macquarie upgraded Treasury Wine Estates
(TWE) to Neutral from Underperform. Macquarie
transfers coverage to a new analyst and examines
the outlook for Australia’s wine export market. The
broker finds luxury wine exports to China have likely
bottomed and look like returning to growth. The low
end of the market is slow but the broker notes the
rate of value decline is easing and growth could turn
positive in coming months. Near-term earnings for
Treasury Wine are supported by elevated luxury
inventory but caution prevails because of the
structural issues with the large commercial category.

downgraded to Sell from Neutral and the target to 14c
from 55c.
Citi downgraded Fortescue Metals (FMG) to
Neutral from Buy on the back of its iron ore forecast
downgrades. The broker considers Fortescue the
fittest of the iron ore plays, with the lowest cost and
longest life assets, able to weather the downturn.
Citi downgraded Origin Energy (ORG) to Neutral
from Buy. Citi now believes there is a need for oil
supply cuts to offset price declines and OPEC is
unlikely to lead. Therefore, the outlook is for current
lower pricing to remain in place for longer. With a
longer-term supply/demand balance, the broker
envisages little requirement for new supply sources to
be developed.
The above was compiled from reports on FNArena,
which tabulates the views of eight major Australian
and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill Lynch,
CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

In the not-so-good books
Citi downgraded Atlas Iron (AGO) to Sell from
Neutral. Citi does not believe it has been bearish
enough on the iron ore price. Forecasts are
downgraded again as demand is weak and supply
continues to surge. The broker suspects Atlas Iron’s
balance sheet is now in a precarious position, having
tipped into net debt in FY14 because of the
construction of the Mt Weber mine. Rating is
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My SMSF – a strategic approach leads to a strong
return
by My SMSF
Members: Husband and wife trustees.
Fund commenced: In 2000.
Pension or accumulation: In part-pension mode
since January 2013 and full pension mode since 30
June 2014.
Fund size: Varies with markets but around the $1.5
million mark.

What investments do you have outside of
superannuation?
On call cash, term deposits and family home. We are
debt free inside and outside of super.
Do you use an advisor or any kind of service
provider?

Why did you start a SMSF?
I wanted to take control of my wealth creation journey
and have the flexibility to move quickly. At least then I
only have myself to blame. I am a strong believer that
no one is more interested in my wealth wellbeing than
myself.
Are you pleased with its performance?
I am more than meeting the investment strategy of
the fund over the 14 years it has been operating.

I gave up on advisors 10 years ago when I figured out
they were more interested in their pocket than mine. I
don’t think much has changed in the interim.
I do use a specialist SMSF accountant to answer
technical questions and to put together my tax return,
audit certificate etc and to ensure I comply with all the
rules and changing legislation in the space. I would
spend about two hours a week all up on the fund,
which I enjoy.
How do you invest?

I tend to do better than the big retail or industry funds
in the bad years and line ball, or perhaps lag a little,
in the good years. In 2008 when the big guys took a
bath I was positive at 0.35%. Over the last three
financial years I have had 10%, 14.25% and 11.87%
net of tax obligations. This financial year (14/15) is
shaping up at 10-12%.
Is it more or less difficult than you thought it
would be?
Like anything, if you are passionate about it, it’s
easy. I really enjoy going to seminars, reading avidly
and staying up to date on research. My biggest plus
has been my long-term membership of the Australian
Investors Association. Most of us (the members) are
highly independent and very few would fit the different
asset allocation/investment strategy models that are
espoused through the press and elsewhere.

My investment objective is 3.5% above the inflation
rate.
My asset allocation parameters are to invest in a
diversified portfolio including:
Defensive assets (cash and term deposits)
Moderately defensive assets (fixed income
characteristics including government bonds,
investment grade corporate bonds, mortgage
trusts etc)
Risk assets (direct shares, ETFs, managed
funds, unlisted property, commodities and
currencies)
What are your current asset allocations?
Risk assets -34%
I am mainly invested in the listed investment
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companies of Argo Investments (ARG), Australian
Foundation Investment Company (AFI), Djerriwarrh
Investments (DJW), Australian Leaders Fund (ALF)
listed investment companies. I have chosen this
approach as I am a lousy stock picker. I also like
WAM Capital (WAM) but I have been waiting for it to
trade at discount to NTA.

interest rates going. The bond holdings are the core
of my cash flow requirements for pension payments.

Management costs are cheap in listed investment
companies but they are also actively managed. Argo
and AFI are long-term core holdings and have
averaged 9% per annum plus franking. I am not a
trader but do look carefully at stock(s) that are new
IPOs. I am currently assessing up to 50,000 to
Medibank Private but scale backs look imminent.
Estia Health and Pacific Smiles are two I will be
looking at as well as they are being floated towards
the end of the year. All will need to satisfy P/E
requirements, growth industry targets and have
sustainable dividends with good cash flow.

What other investments are you looking at?

I have just started dipping into international equities
via Platinum and the new Global Value Fund. I have
invested about $80,000 all up. I am looking to put
more into international equities as funds permit.
Unlisted property-20%
I favour managed funds or single property syndicates
and use Sentinel Property Group, Charter Hall and
Cromwell.
Investments must have a loan to value ratio of 50% or
less, a 9.5% plus return, and long weighted average
lease expiry (WALE) with blue chip tenants. My
holdings are all long-term holds with exit strategies
built in. Syndicates are usually held for seven years
and 10% plus returns are the norm plus some capital
growth.

The important thing is to do your research and ensure
the company has a strong credit rating. Examples of
holdings are Envestra, Sydney Airport, IAG and Civic
Nexus.

As you can see, I mostly stick to listed investment
companies and hold long term. I do balance that with
individual buys that are representative of growth more
then dividends and not usually covered by the large
listed investment companies. I recently bought into
the new David Kirk enterprise ‘Bailador Technology’
float that addresses the digital sector.
I am looking at Seven Group Holdings (SVW) as it
has gone through a period of price weakness and
pays a good dividend on current price – 8% plus fully
franked. I like the underlying diversification of the
business and the fact that Kerry Stokes is at the
helm. In my view he is a standout in Australia. I also
have an interest in the SVW head office building at
Technology Park in Sydney through Centuria
Investments. So unlisted commercial real estate is
also a focus from a cash flow point of view. It’s a
sector I know well from my small business days.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Defensive assets-12%
The fund has 12% cash in an operating account. As I
am looking at Medibank and other IPOs, mentioned
above, this will drop to about 8%.
Moderately defensive assets-34%
I have been a long time trader in ‘Over The Counter’
bonds through FIIG Securities. I have no
fixed-income managed funds. I try and buy
investment grade bonds with a mix of floating rate,
inflation linked or fixed depending on where I see
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Thinking inside the box
by Ron Bewley
Key points
Conviction means putting money where your
mouth is. Consider borrowing to invest outside
of superannuation and investing the profits
back into your SMSF.
A consistent approach has resulted in
performance of 5.16% against 2.90% for the
ASX 200.
Flexibility around the filters allowed for the
purchase of Woodside Petroleum.

Last month (16 October), I made my usual strong
statements (with my usual high degree of conviction)
about the market. I was so convinced by my
argument that, a couple of days later, I borrowed a
material amount of money against my home equity
and invested it in a 50:50 portfolio of ETFs
representing the ASX 200 and S&P 500 (IOZ and IVV
in my case).
In less than a month, I am up about 9% on that
geared (outside of super) portfolio. My notion was
(and is) that I forecast a ‘box’ each six months as I
discussed last month. The box gives not only my
12-month-ahead forecast but also the high and low
that might occur during that 12-month period. It so
happened that the ASX 200 and the S&P 500 both
just touched my predicted lows when I wrote last
month. As soon as my Fear Index gave the signal to
buy (two days later), I bought (and discussed it on
Switzer TV on the 21st October).
I am 65 and strongly believe that I should make
money wherever I think I can. I cannot gear within
super, so I did it legitimately outside. If I make enough
money outside of super, I can put any significant
profits into my SMSF as non-concessional

contributions (up to the prescribed limits). If I am an
average person, I should live about another 20 years.
With my family history, I could well live another 30
years or more before I hang up my spurs. In my mind,
my financial situation is no different from a
35-year-old thinking about what life might be like at
65!
The SMSF portfolio
I wrote during the first half of 2014 about how I was
building a special SMSF portfolio (for myself) and
detailed the actual portfolio I invested in.
Each month I create new portfolios but I do not
expect anyone would or should chop and change
each month. Rather, I think of it as in terms of owning
my car. If the manufacturer brings out a new model
with a better styling of the dash or nicer headlights,
etc, I don’t trade up. If it, or some other company,
brings in a significant new feature (or my car starts to
fade in performance), I might trade up. It’s the same
with portfolios. I ‘bought’ my portfolio at the end of
June and the only change I have since made was to
get involved in the Telstra buy-back.
I show the capital gains for each of my Hybrid
portfolios (and the ASX 200 index) in Chart 1. I show
the outperformance in Chart 2. Since each month
from February 2014 a new portfolio is born, each
portfolio should be viewed differently. The February
portfolio has been alive for about nine months. The
November portfolio has only had a couple of weeks to
make gains.
I note that the ASX 200 made losses for the periods
starting in August and September but all of the Hybrid
portfolios made gains and outperformed the index. It
is important to note that the stocks and the weights
attached to them in the Hybrid portfolios evolve over
time and yet there seems to have been some
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consistency in the realised returns.
The consistency of the approach is more apparent in
Chart 2, which shows the outperformance. Of course,
as we go from left to right in that chart there has been
less time to outperform. However, there is a degree of
smoothness in this natural decline. The particular
portfolio I invested in near the end of June has
returned 5.16% against 2.90% for the ASX 200. The
dividend yield is also ahead of that for the ASX 200
but, until there is a full cycle of dividend payments,
such a comparison is not a full representation of the
differences in yield. Selected statistics for the
component stocks are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Statistical analysis of the late June
Hybrid Portfolio

Chart 1: Cumulative capital gains for the Hybrid
portfolio and the ASX 200

Click to view larger image
Source: Thomson Reuters Datastrean & Woodhall
Investment Research
Note: data are to the close on 10 November 2014

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream & Woodhall
Investment Research
Chart 2: Outperformance for the Hybrid portfolio
over the ASX 200

It can be noted from Table 1 that the median capital
gain for the stocks was 6.4% which is a little above
that for the portfolio at 5.2%. Only two stocks posted
losses to date – Cardno and Bank of Queensland.
Since Cardno’s price fall is well out of line with all of
the other stocks, it is worth considering cutting my
losses and selling it. Cardno’s target price has also
been cut – but by only 2.8% – and the latest target
price of $6.75 is well above the current share price of
$5.27, giving it plenty of upside. Moreover, the
consensus recommendation has actually improved
from 2.70 to 2.60.
A favourite stock
This behaviour reminds me of that for Macquarie
Group which I set out in Chart 3. Its share price
tumbled shortly after I got my portfolio set, but the
target price and recommendation held. Very recently,
the share price bounced back and the target price
lifted $2.26. I am glad that I held MQG.

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream & Woodhall
Investment Research
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Chart 3: Macquarie Group statistics since June
2014

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream & Woodhall
Investment Research
Since these portfolios were designed for yield, capital
gains are of less importance. However, if Cardno’s
target price or recommendations are significantly cut,
I will bail out. For now I am holding.
I used my dividend cheques to buy Woodside
Petroleum. When I set my portfolio in June, the
system wanted to choose an exposure to energy but
no stocks then passed my filters. Woodside is now
only a little outside one of the filters – but it was so
close I ignored it. Sometimes I am human!
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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REIT exposure and share issues
by Questions of the Week
Question: I have noted that Dexus (DXS) is part of
your income portfolio. Do you recommend that long
term as a yield stock? What are your thoughts about
Westfield (WFD) as part of a yield portfolio in view of
earnings in US dollars. I would prefer to have only
one A-REIT stock in a portfolio of 20.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Answer (By Paul Rickard): Dexus (DXS) and
Westfield (WFD) are very different beasts – the
former a domestically focused commercial property
trust – the latter, an internationally focused developer
of retail shopping malls.
If income is the driver, I would stick with Dexus. If
growth is the driver, I would go with Westfield.
I am not inclined to be overweight this sector (it has
had a great run, but getting expensive) – so I would
be fairly selective in how I approach it.
Question 2: What is the effect of share issues, such
as the one by Challenger (CGF) in September? Is my
simple-minded maths correct – does a 10% increase
in the number of shares on issue translate back into a
10% decrease in share price and dividends?
Correspondingly, does a share buy-back, such as the
recent Telstra (TLS) buyback, improve the price and
dividend? If so by how much?
Answer (By Paul Rickard): Yes a 10% increase in
shares will generally translate to a 9% decrease in
dividend, and depending on the issue price of the
new shares, some decrease in the share price. I
can’t tell you exactly because the company you have
mentioned hasn’t undertaken this form of
transaction.
The reverse is true of a buyback – dividends should
increase and in theory, so should the share price.
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Don’t miss this!
If you missed it, catch up on our Switzer Super Report monthly webinar held on Friday 7 November. We told
you exactly what stocks to stuff your Christmas stocking with!
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